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Special Edition Using Storage Area NetworksQue, 2002
Special Edition Using Storage Area Networks opens with an overview of the need for data storage in an enterprise environment, the different types of data storage devices, and existing data storage techniques. The authors build on that foundation with an exploration of the evolution of SAN, the various networking models and data-centric...
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Database System ConceptsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Database management has evolved from a specialized computer application to a central component of a modern computing environment, and, as a result, knowledge about database systems has become an essential part of an education in computer science. In this text, we present the fundamental concepts of database management. These concepts include...
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Websphere J2Ee Application Development for the IBM Iseries ServerIBM Press, 2002
WebSphere Application Server 4.0 delivers the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) implementation. It is the IBM strategic Web application server and a key IBM iSeries product for enabling e-business applications. The iSeries server and WebSphere Application Server are a perfect match for hosting e-business applications. You can build J2EE applications...
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Living Water: Viktor Schauberger and the Secrets of Natural EnergyNewleaf, 2002
Many people suggested that I write a book on Viktor Schauberger, the extraordinary natural scientist, inventor and philosopher. Already in the 1920s he forewarned us, in speeches and articles, of the environmental crisis in which we are now caught and from which we seem to have little hope of escaping. In his lifetime he met mostly resistance and...
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i -Net+ Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for CompTIA's i-Net+ Exam.  This      Sybex Study Guide provides:
      

	Full coverage of every exam      objective      
	Practical information on network hardware      
	Hundreds of      challenging review questions, in the book...
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Sams Teach Yourself C# in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself C# in 24 Hours provides readers with 24 structured lessons that provide a light, but thorough introduction to C#. James Foxall moves beyond the pure syntax covered in existing books, to guide readers step-by-step through a cohesive presentation of the basics of C#. Once the basics are understood, Foxall shows the reader...
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Sams Teach Yourself .NET Windows Forms in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002
.NET Windows Forms are a new programming paradigm introduced with Microsoft's .NET initiative. Windows Forms are very similar to Web Forms, which allow programmers to build complex Web application interfaces easily, sharing the same underlying framework and programming concepts. Windows Forms, however, are used for the Win32 platform, instead of...
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Geo-Data: The World Geographical EncyclopediaGale, 2002
Gale is pleased to present the third edition of Geo-Data: The World Geographical Encyclopedia. This is the first new edition of Geo-Data since 1989, and it represents a complete revision and updating of that work. The purpose of the book remains unchanged: to provide the reader with the most detailed and comprehensive descriptions available for the...
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The Future of Mobile Communications: Awaiting the Third GenerationPalgrave Macmillan, 2002
The aim of this book is to investigate the prospects for mobile communications in the new millennium. In effect, this boils down to a key issue: Will the so-called third generation of mobile (alternatively, wireless or cellular) technology turn out to be a success or a failure? This is no minor issue since telecommunications is one of the...
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Windows Xp: Command LineFranklin Beedle & Associates, 2002
An operating system is a software program. If you have a microcomputer, commonly referred to as a PC, that conforms to the standards developed by IBM and uses a microprocessor in the Intel family, you are probably using a version of the Windows operating system. In fact, these computers are sometimes called Wintel machines because they use the...
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Industrial Control Systems: Advances and Applications, First EditionGulf Professional, 2002
'It is a compilation of the best instrumentation and control techniques used in industry, providing interesting theoretical content as well as practical topics on planning, integration, and application.'
--Plant Engineering, 2003    

       This is a comprehensive, practical, easy-to-read book on process control, covering some of...
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Cardiogenic Shock (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	Leading world authorities drawn from cardiology, surgery, pediatrics, internal medicine, and basic science comprehensively survey the diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic aspects of cardiogenic shock. These experts describe the different scenarios leading to cardiogenic shock, the ways to diagnose their causes, the unique therapeutic...
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